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Poetry Magazine, founded in 1912, has established itself as one of the most
prestigious literary publications in the world. With its commitment to showcasing
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exceptional poetry from both established and emerging poets, this magazine has
played a vital role in shaping the literary landscape for the past century. In
celebration of its centennial anniversary, Poetry Magazine has released "One
Hundred Poems: One Hundred Years Of Poetry Magazine," a remarkable
anthology that captures the essence of the magazine's influential history.

Discovering the Essence of Poetry

Poetry has always been a compelling form of artistic expression, capable of
evoking emotions and providing profound insights into the human experience. For
one hundred years, Poetry Magazine has been at the forefront of this literary
tradition, offering readers a diverse range of poems that challenge, inspire, and
resonate with their audience.
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"One Hundred Poems: One Hundred Years Of Poetry Magazine" serves as a
literary time capsule, capturing the evolution of poetry across the decades. From
the groundbreaking works of Sylvia Plath and Robert Frost to the modern verse
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of Langston Hughes and Maya Angelou, this anthology showcases the brilliance
and creativity that have shaped the domain of poetry.

A Century of Literary Brilliance

Over the past hundred years, Poetry Magazine has continuously pushed the
boundaries of poetic expression. By promoting both established and emerging
poets, the magazine has maintained a dynamic and ever-evolving platform for the
world's most talented wordsmiths.

"One Hundred Poems: One Hundred Years Of Poetry Magazine" features a
carefully curated selection of poems that exemplify the magazine's dedication to
quality and innovation. These poems capture the essence of different eras,
reflecting the social, political, and cultural contexts that have shaped the world
throughout the twentieth century.

The Power of Poetry

Poetry Magazine recognizes the immense power of poetry to spark
conversations, challenge perceptions, and ignite change. Through evocative
imagery, vibrant language, and thought-provoking themes, each poem in this
anthology encapsulates the myriad emotions and experiences of the human
condition.

"One Hundred Poems: One Hundred Years Of Poetry Magazine" serves as an
invitation for readers to embark on a journey through time, exploring the various
forms and styles that have defined modern poetry. From sonnets to free verse,
haikus to lyrical ballads, this anthology is a testament to the versatility and
enduring appeal of the written word.

The Celebration of a Literary Legacy



As Poetry Magazine celebrates its centennial anniversary, "One Hundred Poems:
One Hundred Years Of Poetry Magazine" serves as a tribute to the countless
contributors, editors, and readers who have sustained and shaped this esteemed
publication. This anthology acknowledges the magazine's continuing impact and
reminds us of the significance of poetry in our lives.

Whether you are an avid poetry enthusiast or someone who appreciates the
power of words, "One Hundred Poems: One Hundred Years Of Poetry Magazine"
is a collection that should not be missed. Dive into this anthology and rediscover
the timeless beauty and wisdom that poetry has to offer. Join in the celebration of
a century of literary brilliance and embrace the transformative power of the written
word.
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When Harriet Monroe founded Poetry magazine in Chicago in 1912, she began
with an image: the Open Door. “May the great poet we are looking for never find it
shut, or half-shut, against his ample genius!” For a century, the most important
and enduring poets have walked through that door—William Carlos Williams and
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Wallace Stevens in its first years, Rae Armantrout and Kay Ryan in 2011. And at
the same time, Poetry continues to discover the new voices who will be read a
century from now.

Poetry’s archives are incomparable, and to celebrate the magazine’s centennial,
editors Don Share and Christian Wiman combed them to create a new kind of
anthology, energized by the self-imposed limitation to one hundred poems.
Rather than attempting to be exhaustive or definitive—or even to offer the most
familiar works—they have assembled a collection of poems that, in their
juxtaposition, echo across a century of poetry. Adrienne Rich appears alongside
Charles Bukowski; poems by Isaac Rosenberg and Randall Jarrell on the two
world wars flank a devastating Vietnam War poem by the lesser-known George
Starbuck; August Kleinzahler’s “The Hereafter” precedes “Prufrock,” casting
Eliot’s masterpiece in a new light. Short extracts from Poetry’s letters and
criticism punctuate the verse selections, hinting at themes and threads and
serving as guides, interlocutors, or dissenting voices.

The resulting volume is an anthology like no other, a celebration of idiosyncrasy
and invention, a vital monument to an institution that refuses to be static, and,
most of all, a book that lovers of poetry will devour, debate, and keep close at
hand.

Please note: The digital edition includes John Ashberry's poem “El Dorado” in
place of Frank O'Hara's “Chez Jane” which appears only in the print edition.
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